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The arena's full, the bell's been rung, and the fighters are itching to begin. The most important political
battleground of the 21st century has been identified, and the gloves are off. The opponents: In the blue
corner, multinational corporate business. In the red, a motley crew of artists, academics, programmers,
lawyers and grass roots activists.
What 's at stake are competing visions of the future. One which conceives of a world in which every idea,
invention and creation is categorised, monitarized and traded as a fully exploited factor of production - each
ramification and elaboration leased, taxed and controlled; another which envisions ideas freed by
democratizing technology to cross pollinate in an explosion of creativity, potentially as culturally
significant as Gutenberg's printing press, or the development of written language itself. What's at stake is
the very ownership of ideas.
How we define if, how generally, and for how long ideas may be 'owned' and exploited, has a prescriptive
effect on issues as immediate and critical as the death toll from Aids in South Africa; and concepts as
nebulous as the right of an artist to create original work from the cultural detritus of his society.
To focus on specifics, patent and copyright are not new. Copyright, the right to the control of the
exploitation of a specific work of art, dates back to the British 1710 'Statute of Anne', and as a concept can
be traced at least as far as the medieval imprisonment of monks for the illicit duplication of manuscripts.
Patent, the ownership and control of an invention (which has come to mean anything from a concrete
mechanical part, to the source code of a piece of software), is even older, dating back to the granting of
Royal privilege in 15th century Britain.
What makes these issues uniquely polarising today is the incongruence of rapid technological change enabling the liberal exchange and development of information and ideas - with the predominant economic
theory and focus of Western, intellectual 'property' fuelled, service economies. Quick as technology has
made possible, universal access to the boundless diasporas of human knowledge and creativity, lisencing
systems and international agreements have been imposed to restrict such potential freedoms.
International trade agreements like the 1995 TRIPS agreement, and the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty, have
created the conditions under which ideas may be transmitted and developed in the new digital media.
Arguably, the effect of these legal changes has not been to increase innovation and make possible an
economically invigorating marketplace of ideas, but by contrast, to cripple creativity, whilst perpetually
hobbling the ability of the developing world to catch up to the developed.
Right now gene patents are allowing biotech companies like Monsanto (creator of the infamous herbicide
'Agent Orange') to successfully sue farmers in the US, Canada, India and elsewhere, whose crops have
become contaminated through open field growing of patented and licensed GM foods.
Software patent laws established in the US, and recently passed in the European parliament, now allow
manufacturers to essentially patent methodologies, a practice which would have prevented the creation of
such modern necessities as IBM compatible PC's, Graphical User Interfaces (and hence both Mac OS and
Windows), and open source Unix based operating systems like Linux. Open source software, while merely
important as a viable alternative to monopoly in Europe and the US, provides a vital computing resource in
developing nations like Brazil and China, where government and educators faced with overwhelming social
and economic problems cannot justify the cost of commercially licensed software.
In the same vein, solutions to the problem of digital 'piracy' proffered by the established media
oligopolistists (75% of the global music market is held by the so called 'big four' record labels), have been
both reactionary and inadequate; from suing thousands of music fans, including a 12 year old girl from the
New York housing projects, to offering 'Digital Rights Management' crippled musical formats, which
prevent both established fair use (like backing up your music), and creative reuse, such as the remixing of
existing compositions (a practice which spawned the multi billion dollar Hip Hop industry).

Essentially, copyrights and patents, which were originally established to protect and motivate innovation,
have begun to be used as weapons in the defense of monopoly. Does a solution exist which can protect the
profitability of invention, and the recognition of the creator, whilst freeing the seeds of information to
fertilize new syntheses , uses and creations ?
The short answer seems both yes and no. Existing monopolies based around the defense of expensive to
develop, cheap to duplicate ideas (such as the pharmacological industry), are fundamentally at odds with
the interests of those to whom their goods are of most use (nationalised health services, and the
impoverished of the developing world). Similarly, neither musicians (who can receive as little as 7% of the
market price of tracks sold, even with online purchases), nor music fans, benefit from current 'legitimate'
online content delivery models.
However, alternatives do exist. Patent agreements may face a rough time in the face of increasing
cooperation amongst developing nations (as at 2002's Earth Summit, and new cooperative meetings like the
World Social forum), and as non governmental fair trade organisations become more active on the world
stage.
Arguably the 'open sourcing' of medical research, now being advocated by some US academics, may
greatly increase the speed while greatly decreasing the price of pharmacological research. On the copyright
/ copyleft front, alternatives providing a fairer deal than the corporate 'content creation' industries, are
arising in the shape of independent labels and online distributors (such as ind.ie).
The blueprint for a new kind of knowledge sharing is being laid out by organisations like Creative
Commons, who create new license's providing artists with greater control over how their work may be used
(for example allowing non commercial derivative work). While repositories of copyleft licensed works and
information, such as Common Content, and the reader contributed encyclopedia Wikipedia, provide the
merest glimpses of what a world of shared information could really achieve.
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